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Rational Temperance

But how do we know when 
irrational exuberance has 
unduly escalated asset values? 
– Alan Greenspan 1996

PIMCO’s dear friend and former counselor Alan Greenspan coined this now 
famous phrase in the midst of what turned out to be a fairly rationally priced 
stock market in late 1996. While the market was indeed moving in the direction 
of “dot-com” fever three to four years later, the Dow Jones Industrial Average at 
the time was a relatively anorexic 6,000, and the trailing P/E ratio was only 12x. 
For a central bank that was then more concerned about economic growth and 
inflation as opposed to stock prices, risk spreads, and artificially suppressed 
interest rates, the Chairman’s query made global headlines, became a book title 
for Professor Robert Shiller and a strategic beacon for portfolio managers 
thereafter. Having experienced two and perhaps three bouts of significant 
market irrationality since Greenspan’s speech (the 1998 Asian Crisis, 2000 
Dot-Coms, and of course 2007’s subprime euphoria), investors these days have 
their ears pressed to the ground and eyes glued to the tape for any sign of 
renewed irrationality. If the game is now musical chairs as opposed to Chuck 
Prince’s marathon dancing, it pays to be close to a chair, even as the “can’t 
miss” euphoria mesmerizes 2013 asset managers worldwide.

Into this academic but high-staked market fog has stepped another Fed 
official, this time not a Chairman but a relatively new yet similarly quizzical 
Governor. Jeremy Stein’s February 2013 speech has not gained the attention 
that Chairman Greenspan’s did, but it is remarkably similar in its intent and 
initial question: Governor Stein asks, “What factors lead to overheating 
episodes in credit markets?... Why is it that sometimes, things get out of 
balance?” Without mimicking Chairman Greenspan’s phrase, Governor Stein 
renews the quest, asking nearly a decade and a half later, “How do we know 
when irrational exuberance has unduly escalated asset values?”

I suppose it’s fair to criticize both queries on two grounds: 1) Although asked by 
Chairman Greenspan, it was never really answered in the 1996 speech. 2) If the 
Fed’s so smart, why are some of us still poor? Why did our 401(k)s become 
201(k)s in 2009 before recovering to near peak levels currently? If they’re so 
smart, why the roller coaster ride, the 30% decline in home prices since 2006, 
and our current 7.9% unemployment rate?
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Well to answer for the absent Chairman and the necessarily 
silent Governor Stein, the Fed incorrectly assumed that as long 
as inflation was benign, and future productivity prospects 
were near historical proportions, then asset price exuberance 
was an indirect and much less significant influence on 
economic growth. The Chairman admitted as much in a public 
“mea culpa” several years ago. We’re not that smart, he 
seemed to intone. Sometimes we make mistakes. I’m with you 
there, Mr. Chairman. Sometimes we all do.

So let’s approach this new paper with eyes wide open and 
pant bottoms close to those mythical musical chairs. 
Governor Stein’s speech reflects importantly on the answer to 
the question asked by a recent Wall Street Journal headline: 
“Is (the) Bull Sprint Becoming a Marathon?” Is there indeed 
“A Boom Time” in markets as the Financial Times queried on 
the heels of Dell, Virgin Media, and then HJ Heinz?

Governor Stein, as does PIMCO, suggests caution. On a 
scale of 1-10 measuring asset price “irrationality”, we 
are probably at a 6 and moving in an upward direction. 
Admittedly, Stein never ventures into the netherworld of 
stock market prices or leveraged buyouts. He appears to 
know better. What he does stake claim to however is a thesis 
for high yield spreads with the implication that other credit 
markets bear similar consequences. His initial starting point is 
that the pricing of credit is primarily an institutional as 
opposed to a household decision making process. Individuals 
may become unduly irrational when it comes to buying high 
yield ETFs or mutual funds, but it is the banks, insurance 
companies and pension funds, to name the most dominant, 
that influence the price of credit – high yield bonds – and by 
osmosis, investment grade corporates, municipals, and other 
non-Treasury risk credit assets. From this initial premise, he 
then points to recent research by Harvard’s Robin 
Greenwood and Samuel Hanson that suggests that 
while credit spreads are helpful future guides, that a 
non-price measure – the new issue volume (and 
perhaps quality) of high yield bonds – is a more 
trustworthy input. To quote: “When the high-yield 
share (of issuance) is elevated, future returns on 
corporate credit tend to be low.” And because of financial 

innovation and easier regulatory changes, institutional buyers 
such as banks, insurance companies and pension funds tend 
to match the mountains of issuance with an exuberance that 
eventually can be labeled irrational. Stein’s bottomline is 
that recent evidence suggests that we are seeing a 
“fairly significant pattern of reaching-for-yield behavior 
emerging in corporate credit.” In fact, investors bought 
over $100 billion of high yield and levered loan paper last 
year, a record level even exceeding the ominous levels in 
2006 and 2007. Shown below in Chart 1 is a history of CLO 
issuance, admittedly a subset of high yield, but one which 
illustrates the supply pattern Governor Stein is leery of.
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Chart 1

Now at this point, I suppose readers expect yours truly to jump 
all over the Governor’s speech/premise and to advance my 
own more learned thesis. Not really. With previously expressed 
reservations about the prescience of the Fed (or any of us!) I 
applaud his attempt to answer the initial 1996 question. I 
think Governor Stein’s speech was a little uni-dimensional, and 
a little too supply and model driven as opposed to behaviorally 
influenced, but I liked it, and PIMCO agrees with its 
conclusion. Corporate credit and high yield bonds are 
somewhat exuberantly and irrationally priced. Spreads 
are tight, corporate profit margins are at record peaks 
with room to fall, and the economy is still fragile. Still 
that doesn’t mean you should vacate your portfolio of 
them. It just implies that recent double-digit returns are 
unlikely to be replicated and that when today’s 5-6% 
high yield interest rates are adjusted for future defaults 
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and recovery values, that 3-4% realized returns are the 
likely outcome. Just this past week the Financial Times 
reported that global corporate default rates are inching higher 
just as companies with fragile balance sheets sell large 
amounts of debt. Don’t say Governor Stein didn’t warn you.

But I would step now into the forbidden territory of equity 
pricing by presenting additional historical correlations 
compiled by Jim Bianco of Bianco Research – admittedly not a 
thickly populated academically staffed organization like the 
Fed, but a well-regarded one nonetheless. He points out in a 
recent daily release that high yield and corporate bonds are 
really just low beta equivalents of stocks. It appears that they 
are. The following charts show a rather commonsensical 
negative correlation of high yield spreads (and therefore future 
high yield returns) to stock prices. 

The conclusion would be that where high yield prices go, stock 
markets follow, or vice versa. Narrow yield spreads in high yield 
credit markets appear to be accompanied by “narrow” equity 
risk premiums in the market for stocks, which is another way 
of saying that the course of future equity returns may not 
resemble its recent exuberant past. 3-4% high yield returns 
over the next few years? Why shouldn’t that logically lead to a 
generalized 5-6% return forecast for stocks? Admittedly, 
returns for both high yield and equity markets have been 
unduly influenced in the past few years by Quantitative Easing, 
the writing of trillions of dollars of Federal Reserve checks and 
the exuberant migration of institutions and households alike to 
the grassier plains of risk assets dependent on favorable 
economic outcomes. It is what central banks encourage and to 
date it has been successful. If and when that support dissipates 
or if the economy remains anemic, investors should be cautious 
and temper their enthusiasm.

PIMCO’s and Governor Stein’s “rational temperance,” in 
contrast to excessive historical bouts of “irrational 
exuberance,” simply counsels to lower return expectations, 
not to abandon ship. PIMCO is a global investment manager 
– not one with a perpetual frown or even an ever-present half 
empty glass – but one which hopes to provide alpha and 
above market returns while still standing tall in the aftermath 
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of future irrational bouts of exuberance. We join with 
Governor Stein and perhaps Alan Greenspan in encouraging 
not an exit but a reduced expectation. Credit spreads nor 
interest rates cannot be artificially compressed forever, nor can 
stock prices rise perpetually on their coattails. Be rational, be 
optimistic if so inclined, but temper it with a commonsensical 
conclusion that we have seen something similar to this before, 
and that previous outcomes seldom matched the exuberance.

IO Speed read:

1) Chairman Greenspan’s “irrational exuberance” speech 
in 1996 posed an excellent question, and history 
provided the answer.

2) Fed Governor Jeremy Stein asks the same question in 
2013 with a uni-dimensional but useful model.

3) Stein’s paper, accompanied by correlations from Bianco 
Research, suggests caution in today’s high yield market.

4) High yield bonds, stock prices and other risk spreads 
move in relative tandem.

5) PIMCO cautions “rational temperance”: be bullish if you 
want, but lower return expectations on all asset classes.

William H. Gross 
Managing Director
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